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Imdb parents guide ice 4400

Add to ice castles (1978) Jump guide: Showing all 6 items Jump: Certificate Edit Der Eissturm (1997) Guide Add Jump: The following Parents Guide items can give important plot points. Two teenagers discuss sex, the girl then lies on her back on a couch and the boy climbs on top of her and starts getting her pants back, they are interuped by her father. Someone dies from
electrocute and their lifeless bodies slide face down across the ice. His extreme graphic but disturbing A character is electrocuted by downward wires and dies. Add to ice age (2002) Jump guide: Importance? 115 153 33 527 We could not present your review. Please try again later. Rachel and Jennifer left Sid knowing there was a problem after sid kicked him in the groin in the
same deleted scene as chatting with Rachel. Scrat is trying to get out of two huge ice floes that are coming together. He is very finally caught and nearly crushed, but he manages to squeeze, only to find himself falling hundreds or thousands of feet towards the ground then (he leaps several times on the road before hitting the bottom). Once there, Manny unknowingly steps down
to him, crushing him to the ground, and many other large animals then get stuck under one of his feet (I get stuck under one of his feet while walking with him at the end). He looks good later. Diego and other saber-toothed tigers prepare to steal a baby as a human camp attack and revenge tool (for humans it kills half of its herd before - I have not seen). Minutes later they attack
and a person should throw someone aside. Diego goes to a tent and goes to get a baby, but if the mother hits him on the head with a club people then try to defend themselves with the spear. She then takes a very long waterfall and chases her several locals until she decides to take the plunge with her baby to avoid the tiger. Large dogs of humans are then released on the
retreating tigers, and people throw spears at them. There are some dodo birds that accidentally hit others with more slapstick-style material, while falling into a pit of a kind of foaming liquid that apparently kills (played to laugh, and we don't see death, but others warned it in advance and then reacted). More seemingly killed (going over cliffs, falling more of these pits, etc.) is
actually what goes extinct in a long joke about them. Manny looks at some caveman pictures of various animals, including a mammoth family. Then imagine these images (which still look like cave drawings) where the mammoth family (Manny is probably the father) is threatened by people with spears and then revived when his wife and child (possibly permanently separated) are
separated (and we see it) or possibly killed). Diego and another tiger get into a fight (swinging paws), while other tigers try to get manny (throws them). Diego is then thrown aside and knocked out and approached by various tigers then gradually surrounded by Manny. The same tiger leaps down Manny's throat, but Diego grabs him just in time. Importance? 115 135 38 510 We
could not present your review. Please try again later. Some big rhinos chase Sid after him to hurt him. He then runs to Manny for safety, and two rhinos push Manny over the edge of the cliff. Manny then pushes them back and sends them flying through the air, but it comes back to charge him. Manny then throws both aside with his teeth, but Manny and Sid then fall off the edge
(but why is he good on the slope down). As Sid, Diego and Manny walk through an ice field, various volcanic eruptions suddenly erupt around them, causing ice and snow to quickly melt, causing them to run for their lives, lying them on isolated, vertical ice formations and leaping from one to another (with lava besients besient besiently below them). Sid and Manny do it like Diego,
but the tiger then finds himself trying to hold on to the edge of the ledge. Manny then crawls out and tries to save her, aware that everything in his weight can cause the lava to fall below. He doesn't save him as the ice breaks, but Manny then starts to fall off and he slides to the edge on a heap of ice (we guess to death). Volcanic forces, however, shoot rather hard soils
(temporarily knocking him out, but he's fine) into that place from the danger of him and the ice up and away. In one scene, Sid, Manny and Diego walk through a cave and manny's family's drawings come across drawings killed by flashback in the style of hunters and drawings. This scene is so sad. Characters need to run for their lives when chased by hundreds of sharp pieces of
ice that land like arrows. Some characters named Violence &amp; Goreda die in pits or lava. Most often the characters (i.e.: the viewer) look into deep canyons or fall into them. Two gigantic pieces of ice slowly come together, forcing the character to run out. He cannot succeed and is crushed, his eyes popped out, but he can get himself loose. Most often the ground beneath the
feet of the characters sinks or disappears completely. The film shows these situations in a rather disturbing way: in detail, and in contrast to the general cartoon, where the characters are afraid -- for example, the places that disappear are kind of ridiculous. The following Parent Guide items can give important plot points. Soto dies when a few pieces of sharp ice fall to bury him in
his body, but this scene does not show his death; because it's so graphic. Diego Sabers was badly injured when he attacked her. No blood. Add Miracle (2004) Jump guide: Importance? 0 6 0 0 We could not send your assessment. Please try again later. A man hits a man, falls on the ice, fights and wrestles with fists, and one is left with a bloody nose and bruised cheek. A man
hits the bus, falls hard and takes a while to get back on his feet. In many scenes, playing ice hockey, players fall, hit hard and slam and push each other or run to the walls. One man is thrown on a hockey goal, two men fall when one hockey rink (over the wall) hits another. One man has a team doing drills to the point of exhaustion: in one scene some men vomit (we hear gagging
and coughing), and others fall to their knees. A man yells at a group of men and throws a table in anger. Men and women argue in various scenes. A man on the phone tells how his plane shot down a deer while driving a taxi on the tarmac, and the woman on the other end of the phone is assured that the deer is fine. 4400 (2004-2007) Add to jump guide: Certification Sex &amp;
Nudity (2) Profanity (1) Spoilers (3) The following Parents Guide items can give important plot points. There is extreme violence between them in some of the middle episodes of the series, especially one in which a main character is tortured with graphic details. Subsequent episodes are also usually very violent. 01:01 A man is ripped off and blood gushes upwards. It is shown
twice at the end of the episode for about 3-5 seconds series very, very scary scenes, which are getting worse and worse as the series progresses. Ice Age 4 - Voll verschoben (2012) Add to jump guide: The following Parents Guide items can give important plot points. The scene of sirens glitching like Ellie and Peach, can be very scary. Hyytävät hait (2016 TV Movie) Add to jump
guide: for:
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